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"If current robotic rovers topple over on a distant planet, they are doomed - there is no way
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to send someone to get them back on their wheels again," explains Steve Curtis, principal
investigator for the ANTS project. "However, TETwalkers move by toppling over. It's a
very reliable way to get around."
Curtis also explains how the robot teams hold another
advantage over current exploration missions.
"Spacecraft are so expensive because failure in a single
component can cripple the entire spacecraft, so
extensive testing and redundant systems are employed
to reduce the chance of catastrophic failure. We
wouldn't live long if our bodies worked like this.
Instead, when we get hurt, new cells replace the
damaged ones. In a similar way, undamaged units in a
swarm will join together, allowing it to tolerate
extensive damage and still carry out its mission."
In January 2005, the prototype was tested under the
extreme conditions at McMurdo Station in Antarctica.
From this rigorous trial, ANTS team members
The TETwalker prototype as it
determined to move the motors to the center of the
made its way across a lab floor at
struts. This provides the TETwalker with greater
Goddard. NASA [larger image]
flexibility and increases its reliability.
Engineers hope to provide TETwalkers with the ability to autonomously maneuver. To do
so, the robots will have to combine decision-making with function and adapt and respond
to unexpected changes in environment.
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